THE PROCESS OF CURRICULUM INNOVATION: DIMENSIONS, MODELS, STAGES, AND AFFECTING FACTORS
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Abstract
This article aims to explain the dimensions, models, stages, and affecting factors in the curriculum innovation process. Curriculum becomes very important in educational institutions because the curriculum is the "heart" of education. This research uses a descriptive qualitative approach with library research methods, using synthesis and content analysis. The results showed that the curriculum is a set of tools to achieve a goal, ranging from planning, and implementation to evaluation. Innovation or curriculum renewal needs to be done because education practitioners must adjust to the development of a society that is always changing and continues to grow. Innovations appear to answer critical issues in education. There are two models of innovation processes: the individual and the organizational models. Effecting factors in the curriculum innovation process are the vision-mission of education, population growth, the development of science-technology, and the relevant educational demands. Innovation must be the result of original and creative thinking. The application of innovation must be efficient, easy to use, and serves comfort for students, teachers, and practitioners of education.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of a competitive society requires everyone to compete healthily, including in educational institutions. Competition to seize the education market requires every institution to prioritize the quality of the managerial process. Improving the quality of education is not a simple case, but it needs a dynamic and challenging activity. Education will continue to change as time goes by because education is the result of time itself. Therefore, education always requires quality improvement along with increasing people's needs. Education is a manifestation of progress. An advanced society is characterized by the advancement of a quality education sector. Quality education is characterized by a literate society.

Etymologically, the curriculum term comes from the Latin language (Greek) which means runner, and a place to race. This is an understanding in the field of sports because since ancient times the Greeks loved sports. Curriculum means the distance that must be passed by a runner from start to finish to get a medal or award. This understanding is used in the world of education and so many subjects that must be taken by students from the beginning of learning to the end of the lesson program to get an award in the form of a diploma. The curriculum has been widely discussed and interpreted by many experts. Of course, the opinions of these experts are more or less inseparable from the disciplines or experience they get. Harold Alberty viewed the curriculum as all activities given to students under school responsibility all of the activities that are provided for the students by the school. The curriculum is not limited to activities in the classroom only, but also includes activities carried out by students outside the classroom.

Continuous development is needed so that the curriculum remains dynamic and more responsive to what people need. It is a must that the curricula have to follow the modernization era. Curriculum improvement is a challenging job. Factors of curriculum change include policy changes, the emergence of new technologies, and globalization. Ensuring the acquisition of students' knowledge and skills necessary to adapt to changing world conditions. The curriculum
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plays an important role in organizing, directing, transmitting knowledge, and guiding learning activities. Curriculum change is a complex, diverse, and repetitive process, in which ideas are made into policies, converted into behaviors and expressed as social actions.\(^\text{10}\)

A useful way to explain whether the curriculum is successful or not is to examine the concept of curriculum accuracy.\(^\text{11}\) The benefits of evaluating, revising, or reforming the curriculum are periodically carried out to ensure that the needs of learners are adequately addressed\(^\text{12}\). However, the successful implementation of the updated curriculum is much more challenging, although the initial stages of curriculum redesign are relatively easy. The curriculum can be defined not just as just the informational content of the program, but more as a program of a broader learning experience.\(^\text{13}\)

Curriculum design and development are one of the first in the teaching and learning process because it informs what to teach and learn in schools.\(^\text{14}\) Curriculum design and development is one of the first in the teaching and learning process because it informs what to teach and learn in schools.\(^\text{15}\) In curriculum design, a country's policies, objectives, missions, and educational vision are interpreted and transformed into general purposes, which can be easily transferred by school teachers to instructional purposes and learning standards.\(^\text{16}\) Therefore, teachers have a central role in carrying out the curriculum on the learning process in schools. Teachers can be the primary agents of curriculum change. Curriculum changes can be responded to by teachers in the following ways: they ignore, hold, adopt or adjust the official curriculum. If teachers are understood how to be an agent of change, they can translate ideas into actions, theoretical perspectives into new practices, and translate ideas on how to develop curricula of multidisciplinary subjects into practice.\(^\text{17}\)

Teachers can also determine the appropriate content and methods in the implementation of the curriculum. Curriculum changes in Indonesia are always carried out in innovation periodically. The curriculum changes aim to advance education and improve previous education. Although the curriculum has changed, revisions continue to be made. In
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2013, in Indonesia, the 2013 Curriculum was enacted, in 2014 and 2016 revisions were made to the curriculum on certain aspects such as Core Competencies and Basic Competencies in subjects.\textsuperscript{18}

The map of an educational institution is in the curriculum. Directing the learning design is very dependent on the curriculum design. The education system is the key to building a nation, and the key to improving the national education system.\textsuperscript{19} The curriculum is the main component of the education system. The curriculum is a tool to achieve educational goals and at the same time a guideline in the implementation of learning. Given the importance of the role and components of the education curriculum, the preparation must through the stages of curriculum management as well as planning, implementation, and evaluation. Therefore, an educational institution manager is expected to be able to master management science and carry it out well.\textsuperscript{20}

This article focused on the concept of the process of curriculum innovations process. Examples include computerized school systems and organizational quality-improvement programs such as total quality management. Research on the implementation of such innovations is limited, but innovation implementation is an urgent issue to discuss. If some people or organizations adopted a curriculum innovation, will it work effectively?

\textbf{METHOD}

This research uses a descriptive qualitative approach with library research methods. The data collection technique is to collect several references, such as books, articles, and documents about Roger’s findings in The Diffusion of Innovations\textsuperscript{21} and Innovation Process in Organizations,\textsuperscript{22} and other related sources. Then the data analysis techniques used in this study are content analysis, with stages of data display, data reduction, data verification, and conclusion. This kind of method is important to do because, without library research, we cannot gain an understanding of the hottest topics, and how a theory is researched. In addition, the method of library research is part of academic development. The flow in conducting this study is (1) to find and uncover the phenomenon/problem that occurs; (2) to formulate ideas; (3) to conduct theoretical comparisons; and (4) to make a conclusion.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}

\textbf{Dimensions of Curriculum}

S. Hamid Hasan\textsuperscript{24} stated that curriculum has four dimensions, namely curriculum as an idea, curriculum as a written plan, curriculum as an activity, and curriculum as a result. First, the curriculum is viewed as the dimension of ideas: understanding curriculum as a dimension related

\textsuperscript{20} Zainal Arifin, \textit{Evaluasi Pembelajaran} (Bandung: PT Remaja Rosdakarya, 2012).
\textsuperscript{24} Hamid Hasan, \textit{Evaluasi Kurikulum} (Bandung: PT Remaja Rosdakarya, 2021).
to idea contains the meaning that the curriculum is a set of ideas that will be used as guidelines in the development of the next curriculum. Second, the curriculum is viewed as the dimensions of the plan: the meaning of this curriculum dimension is as a set of plans and how to administrate the objectives, content, and materials of the lesson, as well as the way used to guide the implementation of learning activities to achieve certain educational goals. Third, the curriculum is viewed as the dimension of activities, all activities of teachers and students in the learning process in school\textsuperscript{25}. Fourth, the curriculum is viewed as the dimension of the results: the definition of curriculum as a dimension of results views the curriculum as very concerned about the results that will be achieved by students to match what has been planned and become the goal of the curriculum.\textsuperscript{26}

**Models of Curriculum Innovation Process**

Rusdiana\textsuperscript{27} stated there are two types of models of the curriculum innovation process, namely individual-oriented innovation process, and organizational-oriented innovation process. Here is an explanation of the organizational-oriented innovation process model.\textsuperscript{28} First, the initiation stage is the process of collecting, conceptualizing, planning, directing, and preceding the decision to adopt innovation in the organization. The stage of initiation consists of two main activities, there are agenda-setting and matching.

![Figure 1. The Process of Innovation in Organization](source)

Source: Diffusion of Innovation (Rogers, 2003)

The agenda-setting is related to organizational problems that may be understood as the need for a defined innovation. The agenda-setting process is the result of top management brainstorming and reviewing about organization's needs. Matching is to match the organization's agenda with the innovations to be adopted and this adjustment has been planned.

\textsuperscript{25} J. A. Beane, C.F Toepfer, dan S.J Alessi, *Curriculum Planning and Development* (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1986).

\textsuperscript{26} A.E Carl, *Teacher Empowerment through Curriculum Development: Theory into Practice*, 3rd ed. (Cape Town, South Africa: Juta and Company, 2009).


\textsuperscript{28} Rogers, *Diffusion of Innovation*. 
and designed to implement innovations. There is also an organizational innovation process according to Zaltman et al.\textsuperscript{29}, namely the initiation stage and the implementation stage. Each stage is further divided into several steps (sub-stages). The initial stage is divided into the step of knowledge and awareness, forming an attitude towards innovation step, and decision-making. Step of knowledge and awareness are ideas, activities, or materials observed by the adoption unit (recipient of innovation), then knowing the existence of innovation becomes a major problem. Before innovation can be accepted the prospective recipient already realizes that there is innovation, and thus there is an opportunity to use innovation in the organization.\textsuperscript{30}

Forming an attitude towards innovation step plays an important role to cause motivation to want to change or want to accept innovation. There are two things from the dimension of attitude that can be shown by organization members towards innovation, namely an open attitude towards innovation and having a perception of the potential of innovation is characterized by observations that show, that organizations can use innovation, organizations have experienced success in the past by using innovation, and there is a commitment or willingness to work using innovation and is ready to face possible problems in the implementation of innovation. Decision-making steps are all information about the potential of innovation is evaluated. If the decision-making unit in the organization considers that innovation is indeed acceptable and it is happy to accept it then innovation will be accepted and applied in the organization.\textsuperscript{31}

In the implementation stage, the activities are carried out by the members of the organization to use innovation or implement innovation. There are two steps taken, namely the organization tries to implement some innovations. For example, after the Dean decides that all lecturers must make teaching preparations with the lecture Event Unit model, then at the beginning of its application each lecturer is required to make for one course first before later it will apply to all courses. Step forward to fostering the implementation of innovation, if the initial implementation has been successful, the members have to know and understand the innovation, and gained experience in implementing it, then it remains to continue and maintain its continuity.

**Stages of Curriculum Innovation Process**

**Curriculum Planning**

The initial stage of curriculum development is planning. In curriculum development, three aspects can be developed, namely development on the aspect of goals, development of material aspects, and development of institutional governance to develop these three aspects, it is necessary to have careful planning on all three. The plan includes three activities, namely strategic planning, program planning, and delivery plans program. Strategic planning is understood as activities carried out in the framework of formulating competency standards,
determining the content and structure of the program, as well as the preparation of the strategy for the implementation of the curriculum as a whole. Because of its strategic nature, this activity is the duty and responsibility of the board and the authoritative parties in an educational institution.\textsuperscript{32}

Program planning is understood as activities carried out to compile basic competencies and determine the material or subject matter in each subject\textsuperscript{33}. In this regard, the curriculum designer is in charge of compiling and formulating basic competencies. Basic competencies are formulated for each subject to be achieved during the course taught. On this basis, the basic competence of each subject is different from the basic competencies that will be achieved by other subjects. Another activity in program planning is the determination of materials or subjects in each subject. Delivery plans program is understood as activities carried out in the framework of learning implementation consisting of compiling indicators of competency achievement, determining materials, determining learning strategies, and determining learning evaluation tools to be used. The parties in charge of planning this learning activity are the teachers.\textsuperscript{34}

**Curriculum Implementation**

According to Curtis R. Finch & Jhon R. Cruncilton,\textsuperscript{35} there are four curriculum implementation models to choose from, including individual-based educational programs, modularized instruction, competency-based education, and school-based enterprise. Individual-based educational programs are understood as educational programs that place learners as the main component, while anything else outside the learner is only a complementary component. If this model is chosen for curriculum implementation, then teachers must place the components of teaching books, media, strategies, and learning environments that have been planned as components that can maximize and educate in the learning process.

Module-based learning is a learning activity that places the module as the main component. According to Curtis R. Finch & Jhon R. Cruncilton, the module-based learning format contains six components, namely: introduction (introduction), objectives (objectives), initial assessment (preassessment), learning experiences (learning experiences), textbooks (resource materials), and final assessment (post-assessment). Taking into account the above format, this module-based learning is compatible with the individual-based education program model.

Competency-based education is understood as an educational program that emphasizes more on the competence (ability) of learners, both in the form of knowledge (knowledge), tasks (tasks), skills (skills), attitudes (attitudes), values (values), and awards (appreciation) to achieve success in student life.\textsuperscript{36} In the learning process, teachers must use a variety of learning strategies such as role-play, simulation (simulation), and collaboration to provide a variety of learning experiences for students so that they have many opportunities to achieve the desired


\textsuperscript{35} Frinch dan Jhon R.

\textsuperscript{36} Supriani, Kardi, dan Musthafa, “Kajian Deskriptif Kurikulum Islam Menurut Ali Ahmad Madkur.”
The evaluation tools are commonly used to assess the competence of learners to practice, initiate a project, make a product, and design a portfolio.\textsuperscript{37}

School-based enterprise is understood as an education program that brings entrepreneurial activities into the school, such as restaurants, shops, companies, shopping, and others. This model involves students in the management of these entrepreneurial activities, from preparation, and implementation to development. On the practical aspect, teachers work closely with organizations, institutions, and professional business people around their schools to directly guide their learners. From them, students can learn a lot about planning, implementing, and developing entrepreneurial activities by learning by doing strategies.\textsuperscript{38}

**Curriculum Evaluation**

Peter F. Oliva\textsuperscript{39} mentions CIPP models. The CIPP curriculum evaluation model introduced by Daniel L. Curriculum evaluation is "the process of describing in detail, obtaining, and providing important information for making a decision." According to the CIPP model, there are four evaluation objects: context, input, process, and product. Because of these four objects, this model is called the CIPP (Context, Input, Process, and Product) model.

![Figure 2. CIPP Model Evaluation (Context, Input, Process, Product)](https://doi.org/10.1016/J.PROMFG.2017.02.033)

The figure above shows four aspects of the curriculum evaluation. The first two aspects are related to the evaluation of curriculum planning, while the last two aspects are related to the evaluation of curriculum implementation. The four aspects will be briefly explained in the following sections.

Context evaluation is curriculum evaluation with emphasis on the curriculum objectives. The data needed for context evaluation materials is a document on the formulation of curriculum objectives both core objectives, curricular objectives, general and special learning objectives, among others, reasons for determining curriculum objectives, attribution of curriculum goals with student characteristics, and learning


\textsuperscript{38} Hasbullah, *Dasar-Dasar Ilmu Pendidikan* (Jakarta: PT Raja Grafindo Persada, 2001).

\textsuperscript{39} Oliva, *Developing the Curriculum*.
materials, and community demands. In addition, the criteria for evaluating context evaluations are also in the form of clarity, unambiguousness, and ease of formulating the purpose of the crypt to be understood.\(^{40}\)

Input evaluation is the relevance of media, materials, and modules (Frinch and Cruncilton. Meanwhile, the assessment criteria for the strategy are the relevance of learning strategies, learners' learning experiences, and learning environments created with curriculum objectives; after the results of the implementation of learning and its impact on the achievements of learners' good and bad aspects. Process evaluation is activities with an emphasis on the curriculum implementation process from beginning to end. The assessment criteria for the process evaluation include student performance in the classroom, the quality of learning implementation, personnel support, student satisfaction with the learning process, and the test standards used. In other words, the assessment criteria for process evaluation relate to the impact of the curriculum on the behavior and learning experience of students in schools.\(^{41}\)

Product evaluation is seen as an evaluation activity with an emphasis on graduate quality in society. The assessment criteria for product evaluation include diplomas awarded to graduates, graduate performance in the community, graduate satisfaction with their position in society, and community satisfaction with graduate performance. In other words, the assessment criteria for product evaluation relate to the impact of the curriculum on the behavior and the performance of graduates in society and the world of work, high quality or low quality.\(^{42}\)

**Affecting Factors of the Curriculum Innovation Process**

The following will be further stated some factors that are quite instrumental in influencing educational innovation. Mission-vision of education factor is enshrined for individual happiness, the safety of society, and the interests of the state. The nation's outlook on life became the norm of overall national education. As is known, that this life is always changing, development goals, the nation undergoes shifts and improvements and changes according to time, circumstances, and conditions.

Population growth factor has far-reaching consequences on various aspects of life, especially education. Many educational problems are closely related to the exploding number of school-age children. The issues directly related to education are lack of learning opportunities, the issue of the quality of education, and the issue of the relevance of education. The development of science accumulatively and faster. The usual response in education to the development of science is to incorporate discoveries and theories into the school curriculum. Although this leads to a curriculum that is very loaded with new problems.\(^{43}\)

\(^{40}\) Beane., Toepfer, dan Alessi, *Curriculum Planning and Development*.

\(^{41}\) Jacobs, Burns, dan Yendol-Hoppey, “The Inequitable Influence That Varying Accountability Contexts in the United States Have on Teacher Professional Development.”

\(^{42}\) Hoydalsvik, “Co-Operation Is Not Enough: Teacher Educators as Curriculum Developers in Times of Change.”

Demands for relevant educational processes. The educational problems now faced are a very complex problem. Dalin explained that the basic factors as drivers of educational innovation have dimensions that include technological change, behavioral change, organizational change, social change, centrality, complexity, nature and amount of change, goal fit, and goal stability. Technological changes are essential to the innovation process. The use of technology has an impact on changes in methods, learning facilities, and systems in educational institutions. Nevertheless, financing factors and technical support are a concern in adopting technological change. Changes in the field of education along with changes in the behavior of teachers, students, administrators, parents, and also other groups involved. Change efforts are characterized by changes in behavior, it is increasingly important to involve users in all aspects of educational implementation from the process of initial identification of needs to the process of implementing education.

Organizational change can be interpreted as a change in the structure, decision making, role of human interaction, and organizational functions and technologies. Changes that occur within the organization are strategic changes for educational change in other words educational changes need to involve the entire organization and more complex change strategies related to processes and outcomes. Social change. Social change is defined as the redistribution of power, resources, and opportunity in a system. It is possible to facilitate social change in the education sector through the internal redistribution of resources and an opportunity in the system. Social change in a more global perspective, using the education sector as a means of life chances that equalize in society at large. The higher the level of social change, the more important it is the link (relationship) with the environment, and in particular the support of political and social forces that will help change efforts.

The centrality of an innovation influences interest and commitment to adopt programs at all levels of the institution. The importance of administration inherent in innovation provides a signal for program implementers. In a centralized system and parliamentary engagement, ministries of education and innovation institutions maximize opportunities for the implementation of programs, but that is not guaranteed. Complex programs generally pose at least two conditions for planners and implementers. First, is the initial support and commitment involved in implementation. Second, innovations are adapted and modified during implementation to accommodate the various needs and priorities of the different individuals and organizational units involved.

In innovation, the nature and number of changes are assumed to refer to the completeness or meaning of the change effort i.e. the individual acquires a new technical skill or redefines or replaces an old practice. Strategies that enable individual development and learning are essential for the successful implementation of innovation. The larger and more difficult the changes needed will provide a more efficient strategy.

In general, individuals will work to implement innovation if the real values they embrace are aligned with the values and goals of reform/ change. If individuals do not believe in the goal of innovation then it is highly unlikely that they will propose a learning behavior effort or a new role. For that, it seems necessary for the successful implementation of innovative programs to
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44 Dalin, Limits to Educational Change.
include modifications in the design and innovation programs that are appropriate to the climate and certain priorities of the institution. Where modifications are made in a serious attempt to make changes, instead those modifications result in more relevant innovations and more success for the institution.

The purpose of the update program tends to change over time. This may relate to the level of stability in the environment or the level of stability in the education system. A change in leadership at a high level may explain a smaller or larger change in a new goal. Especially, the change is the result of the change process itself. At the same time, innovation commitment does not mean rigidity or unwillingness, or inability to listen to local concerns and needs and to modify innovation.

**Analysis/Discussion**

Curriculums are guides used by teachers in schools to assist and educate the students. It contains objectives, activities units, and suggested materials to enhance learning. It is built according to the organization’s values, goal-oriented, learning content, in the form of a written document or the minds of teachers. The results of the curriculums are noticeable as behavior changes. Rogers defines an organization as “a stable system of individuals who work together to achieve common goals through a hierarchy of ranks and a division of labor.” He divides organizational diffusion of innovation into two sub-processes: initiation and implementation. Initiation: Everything that occurs within an organization before an innovation is adopted (e.g., information gathering, conceptualizing, planning). This is divided into two sub-stages: (1) Agenda-Setting is decision-making within the organization to perceive a problem that needs to be addressed; (2) Matching, a problem that is perceived to fit some innovation.

Implementation: Everything that is involved in putting the innovation into use. This is divided into three sub-stages; (3) Redefining/Restructuring, the innovation is re-invented to accommodate both the organization (e.g., needs, structure) and the innovation. For example, if a school initiates a new drug prevention program, new staff may be hired or existing staff members’ job duties may change. At the same time, the school may change certain aspects of the drug prevention program to better fit its unique situation; (4) Clarifying is where people within the organization become more familiar with the innovation, and it acquires meaning within the context of the organization; (5) Routinizing, where the innovation loses its “newness” and becomes a part of the organization’s everyday functioning (sustainability is a closely related concept).

Curriculum planning might be defined as the art and science of planning the conditions of learning. These conditions include such considerations as identification of the learning needs to be met; selection of the modes of evaluation to be used; determination of entry characteristics of learners; selection of instruction content and methods; provision for individual differences, and logistical issues such as choice of materials, equipment, facilities, personnel, time and cost. Carl and Pratt agree that curriculum design is undertaken to ensure effective schooling. For instance, Klein avers that the primary or exclusive basis for making curricular decisions depends largely upon the values of the developer about what the curriculum ought to do for or contribute
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45 Rogers, *Diffusion of Innovation.*
to the growth of students. Doll\textsuperscript{47} correctly maintains that curriculum design is a way of organizing that permits curriculum ideas to function.

Managers play a critical role in the implementation process, so their support of the innovation is the third critical factor. In the absence of strong, convincing, informed, and demonstrable management support for implementation, employees are likely to conclude that the innovation is a passing managerial fancy: Ignore it and it will go away. Managers and teachers as an agent of change, once they choose to adopt an innovation, they support it wholeheartedly irrespective of any reservations concerning lack of appropriateness. The more an innovation requires employees to work together, as the innovations on which we focus in this article do, the stronger the positive relationship between management support and implementation success. It takes money to offer extensive training, provide ongoing user support, launch a communications campaign explaining the merits of the innovation, and relax performance standards while employees learn to use the innovation. Klein found that financial-resource availability was a significant predictor of the overall quality of an organization’s implementation policies and practices and thus, indirectly, a predictor of the organization’s implementation effectiveness.\textsuperscript{48}

Psychological safety moderates the effects of process innovation on organizational performance: The greater an organization’s climate for psychological safety, the stronger the positive relationship between the organization’s adoption and implementation of process innovations and its financial performance.\textsuperscript{49} Curriculum innovation is the creation, selection, organization, and utilization of human and material resources in ways that result in the higher achievement of curriculum goals and objectives.\textsuperscript{50} Curricular innovation is a managed process of development whose principal products are teaching (and/or testing) materials, methodological skills, and pedagogical values that are perceived as new by potential adopters.

Managers who are committed to achieving the long-term benefits of innovation implementation understand that the implementation process may diminish unit productivity and efficiency in the short term. The more managers push employees to maintain or improve immediate task performance, the less time and energy employees can devote to the implementation of innovations that offer long-term, and potentially more enduring, performance gains\textsuperscript{51}. While important strides have been made in understanding the process of innovation implementation, more research is needed and important questions remain. How does the implementation of technological innovations like new computer systems differ from the implementation of nontechnological innovations such as new managerial, educational, training, or patient-treatment interventions? How does success or failure at implementing innovation in one team or location spread through an organization or community? Do units

\textsuperscript{47} Doll, Curriculum Improvement: Decision Making and Process.
\textsuperscript{50} Rizal Muhammad dan Fauziah, “Pengaruh Aplikasi Pembelajaran Dan Teori Behavioristik Terhadap Efektivitas Pembelajaran Siwa Jurusan Keagamaan.”
\textsuperscript{51} Webb, Hubball, dan Mckenzie, “Strategic Approaches to Glocalising Curriculum Practice: Responding to Faculty Development Needs and Circumstances in Diverse University Contexts.”
that succeed in implementing one innovation succeed in implementing others as well? Though questions remain, the growing innovation-implementation literature draws needed attention to the challenge and the importance of effective innovation implementation.

As the reformed curriculum is gradually implemented, changes may be required at the school/organization level to sustain the new learning environment. It is indeed important to put the needed structure in place to ensure that the forming curriculum does not revert to a mix of old and new because the necessary support is not present. For instance, the experiential learning working group can become an official unit with the task of overseeing this component of the curriculum, with the necessary technical and academic workforce. Also, if competence assessment is to be done, a competence review unit can be instituted to closely follow students’ performance and to provide remedial activities as early as possible. Quality assurance and accreditation units can work towards continuous improvements and aligning the new curriculum with accreditation standards by identifying gaps or tools to be developed. If interprofessional education is introduced in the new curriculum, a global unit, including members from other health sciences, needs to be put in place to support this component of the curriculum. The new structure should support the major novel components of the curriculum, as outlined in the guiding principles. This may require targeted academic staff and personnel hiring if it was not already done during the early implementation phase.

CONCLUSION

A curriculum design can only resolve educational problems if it is based on diagnosis, appropriate research, and relevant practical experience. It may be expensive at first, but its effect in the long-term use makes it affordable. In contrast, a curriculum designed in haste often ignores the real problem and results in ineffectiveness. Curriculum innovation is a certain idea or action to solve educational problems. Innovation exists because of problems perceived by students, teachers, and practitioners of education. Curriculum innovation planning is very important to assist teachers and students in creating and organizing learning activities to achieve learning goals. Until now, there has been a change in curriculum innovation ranging from elementary school to college level. Implementation of curriculum innovation is intended to keep up with advances in science and technology. However, some innovations often fail and are never implemented. This curriculum innovation is not only a change in thinking, but the most important thing is a change in behavior in learning. Sooner or later innovation is accepted by the community or school depending on the readiness of individuals and organizations in using innovation.
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